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ON A DEGENERATE QUASILINEAR STOCHASTIC
PARABOLIC EQUATION
M. SANGO
Presented by Vlastimil Dlab, FRSC
ABSTRACT. Using the splitting-up method, we establish a new existence result for an initial boundary value problem for the model degenerate
stochastic quasilinear parabolic equation
d

d{\v\a-2y) - [Av - Cilî/I 2 "- 2 ^ = cs $2 M"' - Vw t ',
J=i

where W[ are one-dimensional Wiener processes defined on a complete
probability space, a, ft and o'j are some non negative numbers satisfying
appropriate restrictions.
RéSUMé. A l'aide d'une méthode de décomposition (éclatement d'opérateurs), nous établissons un nouveau résultat d'existence pour un problème
aux limites initial pour l'équation stochastique parabolique non linéaire
dégénérée
d

à{\y\a-2y)

- [Ay - ci\y\^-2y](U = C2 ^

M'^vdW},

I=I

où W} sont des processus de Wiener unidimensionnels définis sur un espace
de probabilités complet, a, p et ai sont des réels non négatifs satisfaisant
à des restrictions appropriées.

1. Introduction. Let D be a bounded domain in the EucUdean space R n
(n > 2) with a sufficiently smooth boundeiry dD. For 0 < T < oo, we denote
by QT the cylinder D x {0,T). Let ( n , F , {F t }o<t<r,P) be a complete filtered
probabiUty space on which are defined the one-dimensional Wiener processes
Wi; l = l,...,d, such that ({Ft},0 < t < T) is a natured filtration of W{t) =
(Wj 1 ,..., Wf), augmented by all P-negUgible sets, we denote by OJ the sample
points from H. In QT X il, we investigate the initial boundary vedue problem
for the degenerate quasilinear stochastic peirabolic equation
d

(1)

d{\y\a-2y) - [Au - djî/l^-^jdt = c2 J ] W'-'ydWi,
i=i

(2)

y{x,t,u}) = 0 on dD x (0,T) x il,

(3)

y{x,0,uj) = j/o(x,a>) in D xil.
Received by the editors on April 9, 2002.
AMS subject classification: 60H15, 35D05, 35R60.
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where ci, eg, a, p, and <T/ are some nonnegative numbers satisfying the restrictions: 1 < a < 2,
(4)

aj < min{2p./a',a-1},

2 > 2|i > 1;

here and in the sequel we denote by r' the Holder conjugate of a number r > 1,
i.e., r' = r/(r — 1), A denotes the Laplace operator.
We denote

9iy) = ci\y\2ti-2y,

B{y) = cadj/l^" 1 ^...,

W^y).

The aim of the present work is to establish an existence result for the problem (l)-(3). We note that the equation (1) is degenerate when y = 0. It is a
natural stochastic generalization of the famous porous medium equation

the study of which has been undertaken by memy authors. We refer to [3],
[4], [6], [8], just to mention a few. The main technical tool for the investigation of problem (l)-(3) is the spUtting-up method, which consists of considering
d{\y\a~2y) + [Ay - g{y)]dt - B{y)dW as the sum of two operators. For a background on the spUtting-up method we refer to the papers [1], [2] and the literature
therein.
2. Preliminaries and formulation of main result. We consider the
weU-known function spaces C?{D), Lq{D), W*{D), W,1 (D) with q > 1. By
o

Wql (D), we denote the dued of W,1 {D) fox q> 1. Let X be a Banach space.
For r,q>l, we denote hy Crtq{Q,T,il,X) the space of functions u = u(x,t,w)
with values in X defined on [0, T] x ft and such that
(1) u is measurable with respect to {t,u)) and for each t,uis J^-measurable.
(2) uGX for almost all (t,a,) and
l/r

ll"lkr.,(o.r,n.x) = f ^ j T l N l ^ y

j

< OO,

where E denotes the mathematical expectation.
The space £ ri ,(0,T, JÎ, Jf) so defined is a Banach space. lfr = q, we shall
simply write Cr{0,T,il,X) for Cr,r{Q,T,il,X). When q = oo, the norm in
£r,oo(0,T,n,X)isgivenby
INUP.oo(0.T.n.x) = iE sup IHI^J 1 ^.
0<t<T

The foUowing compactness results play a centred role in the work. In emedogy
with [4, Chap. 1, Lemma 1.3], we have
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LEMMA 1.
Let (</,ç),c=i,2... and g be some functions in CqiO,T,il,Lq{D))
with q G {l,oo) such that

l|ff/c||£,(o,r,n,L,(z))) < C, V«
and as n—* 00
9K,—* 9 for almost all (x, t, w) G QT * O-

TTien gK weakly converges to g in £,{0,T, ÎI, L?(Z?)).
The next result foUows from [7, Section 5, Theorem 5 and Remark 8.2]. It
refines an eeirlier result due to Dubinskii [3].
LEMMA 2. Let B and Bi be some Banach spaces such that B is continuously
embedded into Bi and let Y be a subset of B such that XY C Y for all A 6 R.
Assume that Y is endowed with the semi-norm Y B v —* M{v) G R+ such that

M{Xv) = \X\M{v),
and the set {v :v GY, M{V) < 1} ts relatively compact in B.
Let q, qi €,(1) 00). We define L,(0, T, Y) to be the set of functions measurable
with respect to t and with values in Y such that

MjJqio,T,y)=(jQ

MK*)]«d«)

9

<Ci.

Let V be a set bounded in L 9 (0,r,y) such that
rT-e

lim /

|Kf + 9)- v{t) ||£ di = 0,

uniformly for all vGV.

Then V is relatively compact in Lç(0,r, B).
We note that |î/| a-2 î/ has a continuous modification in t e [0,r], thus y edso
has a continuous modification in t. Therefore by identifying y with its continuous
modification, we see that the initial condition (3) makes Sense.
The main result of the paper is:
THEOREM

3.

Let the conditions (4) be satisfied. Assume that
P{u> : yo GW} (D) fl La{D) D L2li{D)} = 1.

Then there exists a function
y G C2i0,T,il,W}

(D))n£ tttOO (0 ) T ) n,L a (Z))) n£ 2M (0,T,n,L 2M (Z))),

solution of the problem (l)-(3) for almost every u) Gil.
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3. Sketch of the proof. For the proof we introduce the spUtting-up algorithm. Let k = T/{N +1), where N = 0,1,2,
We spUt the interval [0,T]
into subintervals [rfc, (r + l)fc[, r = 0,..., iV and consider the number p G (0,1).
On the probabiUty space (fl, F, {Ft}o<f<T) P) we define the stochastic processes yk and yk such that

di\yk{t)r2yk{t))

(5)

_ Ayk{t)+(1

_ p)g{yk{t))

=

^

4e(rfei(r+1)fc))

(6)

yk{rk) = yrk,

(7)

di\yk{t)\a-2ykit)) + P9{Vkit))dt = Biyk{t))dW, t G irk, (r + l)fc)

(8)

yfc(rfc) = î/fc((r + l)fc-0).

Next we set
^ + 1 =J/*((r + l)fc-0),

(9)
and we start with

y0k = y0k = yo;

(io)

the processes yk and yk are subject to the homogenous Dirichlet boundary condition (2) on dD x (O.T) x il.
The first problem is deterministic and is known to be solvable under the
boundeiry conditions (2) (see e.g., [9]). Equation (7) admits a unique solution
under the assumptions (4).
We have:
LEMMA 4.

//

PW • & yl eWj1 (£) n La{D) n L2li{D)} = i,
then the processes yk and yk satisfy the following a priori estimates
(H)
£ sup \\yk{t)\\aLaiD) + E f
0<t<T

JO

\\yk{s)\\o.ds
"^(ZJ)

+E

Wy^Wl^dsKCx,
^o

IT»

(12)

E sup WUmUo) +E f lllfcOOIlL(D)ds ^ &'
0<t<T
Te

(13)

Ej ' \\

(14)

E I

Jo
2

\ykr ykit
\\\yk\a-2m

+ 9) - \yk\a-2yk{t)\\pw-l(D)dt = 0{9),
+ 0)-ma-2yk{t)\\Pw-^D)dt

= O{9),

JO

(15)

£?|| \yk{t)\a-2yk{t) - \yk{t)r2yk{t)\\Pw-HD)

< C3k,
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(i = 1,2,3,) ore some

We give a brief outUne of the proof of Theorem 3.
By Lemma 4, we have the following convergences asfc—> 0,
(16)

yk,^y

(17)

1

weakly* in £ a i O O (0,T,n,L a (D)),

ykiT) - y weakly* in La{D)

(18)

yk,^y

(19)

yk,^y

(20)

weakly in ^ ( O . T , i l , I ^ ^ D ) ) ,
weakly* in

yk,^V

for almost all w,

C^(0,T,H,La{D)),

weakly in £3^(0. T, il, L2ll{D)).

Thus

y G C2io,T,n,w} (D)) n£a>oo(o.r,n,L«(D)) n£2/i(o,r,n,L2M(i?)),
and

y e £2M(o,r,fi,i2M(Z))) nra.oo^^n.La^)).

Rirthermore
(21)

|yfcr"2yfc -» t; weakly* in £ a > i e e (0 ) r,n,L a .(£>)),

(22)

Ay* ^ / weakly in JC2 (0, T, fi, Wf 1 (#)),

(23)

|yfc|a"2yfc - v weakly* in £ a>t00 (0, T, ft, Ltt'(£>)),

(24)

\yk\2,A-2yk -^ S weakly in £ 2 (0,T,n,L 2 (Z?)),

(25)

|î/fc l 2 "- 2 ^ - g weakly in £ 2 (0, T, O, L2 (£)),

(26)

B{yk) -» /i weakly* in £^,00 (0, T, îî, La/(£>)),

(27)

/ B{yk)dW -> f hdW weakly in La'{D),

JD

for almost edl u; and t.

JD

Using Lemmas 1 emd 2, emd some compactness results of Prokhorov emd Skorokhod as in [1], we show that for almost all (x,w,t) G QT * fl
v = \y\a-2y,

v=\y\a-2y,

g = \y\2>1-2y, ff = Ij/I2""2^

By the estimate (15), we have
(28)

P{a; :y = y for edmost edl x, t} = 1.

h = B{y).
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Next, arguing as in [5, Theorem 3, Chap. 3, Section 6] and teiking in eiccount
the relations (16)-(28) we obtain by passage to the limit in appropriate integred
expressions that asfc-f 0, y = y{T), and for almost all (x,*,^) GQTXH
(29)

\y{t)\a-2y{t)+

f fds+
Jo

ft\y\2>i-2ydS=
Jo

f B{y)dW+

\yo\a-2yo.

Jo

FinaUy, one proves that
(30)

f{x,t,u}) = Ay,

for almost edl (x,t,ti;) 6 Q T x îî.
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A NOTE ON THE DIVISIBILITY OF CLASS NUMBERS
OF REAL QUADRATIC FIELDS
FLORIAN LUCA
Presented by M. Ram Murty, FRSC
RÉSUMÉ. Dans cet article, on prouve que si p > 2 est un entier positif
pair fixé, alors pour les valeurs positives grandes de x, il y a un nombre
de ^» i ^ / l o g i des entiers positifs et libres des careés d < i , tel que le
nombre de classes du corps Q[\/d] est divisible par g.

Let d > 1 be a squeirefree positive integer. We put K := Q[\/d], and we write
OK, NK, and hK, for the ring of edgebraic integers in K, the norm map over
K, and the class number of K, respectively. We fix a positive integer d, and we
shall construct "many" such numbers d, such that /IK is a multiple of g. We let
x be a large real number, we write logx for its natural logarithm, and ^ ( x ) for
the number of squarefree numbers d < x so that g|/iK- We use the Vinogradov
symbols » and < with their usual meanings.
In [3], M. R. Murty showed that ifffis odd, then for every £ > 0, the inequality
iV^x) » x1^29)-* holds for large values ofx. This result was recently improved
by G. Yu [5], who showed that ^ ( x ) » x 1 / 9 - 6 holds for large values of x.
In both these estimates, the constant understood in » may depend on both s
and g.
Murty's argument from [3] also gives ^ ( x ) » a; 1 /^)-* when g = 2 (mod 4),
but when 4\g his argument only gives Ng{x) » x l /( 4 9)- e .
Results of the same type for the case of the complex quadratic number fields
appear in [3] emd [4].
In this note, we obtedn the same lower bound on ^ ( x ) as Yu's for the case
in which g is even.
For any integer g > 1, write G := lcm[g, 2]. Clearly, G = g when g is even.
Our result is the following:
TTie inequality Na{x) » x ^ / l o g x holds for sufficiently large
values of x, where the constant understood in » above depends on g.

THEOREM.

We assume that g > I, that x is large, we set y := x1/*3, and we
write V for the set of all odd primes p < y so that the polynomied XG — 2 G Z[X]
is irreducible. A stemdard application of Chebotarev's Density Theorem together
with the Prime Number Theorem gives [T7! » ^{y) » y/logy > xllG flogx.
For p € P we write
PROOF.

Received by the editors on January 13, 2003.
AMS subject classification: 11E41.
Keywords: Pell equations, class numbers of quadratic fields.
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(1)

pG + l = dz2,

with some positive integers z and d, and with d squarefree. Clearly, d < p G + 1 <
x -I-1. Since p is odd emd G is even, we have 2||d. Let Vi be the subset of those
pGV with d = 2. If p G Pi, then {X,Y) := {pGl2,z) is a solution of the Pell
equation X2 - 2Y2 = -1. FVom the theory of PeU equations, it follows that
there exists an odd integer m > 1 so that the formula
(2)

^

-

^

^

holds, where (a,/3) := (1 + v ^ . l - y/2). Since x 1 / 2 > p G / 2 , we get that
x 1 / 2 » (1 + V5) m , therefore m < logx. Thus, |Pi| < logx; hence, |P \ P i | »
xxlGI logx. We remark in passing that Vi is empty when G > 2 by Theorem 6.1

Mi].
We now show that the d's appearing from equation (1) for p e P \ Pi are
mutuedly distinct, and that hK is a multiple of G for every one of these d's,
which wiU finish the proof of the Theorem.
THE FUNDAMENTAL UNIT. The pair of integers {X, Y) := {pG/2, z) is a solution
of the Pell equation X2 - dY2 = - 1 . For a positive integer m let {Xm, Ym)
stand for the m-th solution in positive integers to the Pell equation X2 — dY2 =
±1. By the weU known properties of solutions to PeU equations, it follows that
pG/2 _ xm m u g t JJQJJ ^ j j some 0 ( j ^ integer TO< We prove that m = 1. If m > 1,
then Xi\Xm (because m is odd), and Xi>l (because d ^ 2). Thus, Xi must
be a power ofp, which shows that every prime divisor of Xm is a prime divisor of
Xi as weU. This is impossible by the argument from p. 162 in [2]. Thus, m = 1,
and therefore C := P G / 2 + zVd is the fundamental unit in OK, and is of norm
-1.
G. Since 2||d, it
foUows that {1, Vd} is a base for OK- The discriminant of K is 4d, p is coprime
to z (by equation (1)), and (4d|p) = {dz2\p) = {pG + l|p) = 1, where for an
integer a we used the notation (ajp) for the Legendre symbol of a with respect
to p. Thus, p spUts into two prime ideals in OK, lets cedl them TTI and T^.
Rewriting (1) as p G = 1 - dz2 = (1 - \/dz)il + \/dz), and passing to ideals, we
get Trf • TT^ = [1 + y/dz\[l - iy/dz\- The two ideeds [1 + y/dz] and [1 - y/dz] are
easily seen to be coprime (for the sum of their generators is 2, and the product
of their generators is a power ofp), and by unique factorization for ideals in OK,
it foUows that we may assume that the equation
AN ELEMENT OF THE CLASS GROUP WHOSE ORDER DIVIDES

(3)

T:G = [l + y/dz]

holds. Equation (1) immediately impUes that the order of TTI in the ideal class
group divides G. It remains to show that this order is exeictly G. Assuming
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that it is not, we deduce the existence of a prime number r\G, and of an element
a = u + Vdv G OK SO that the equation
[1 + y/dz] = [ar]

(4)

holds. Here, u and v eire nonzero integers with gcd(u,dw) = 1. Equation (4)
leads to the diophantine equation
l + Vdz = earC,

(5)

where e G {±1}, emd s is an integer. We distinguish two cases.
CASE 1. r = 2.

We may assume that s G {0, —1}. Teiking norms in (5), we get
- p G = 1 - dz2 = NK{1 + y/dz) = NK{e)NK{a2)NK{(:s) = (Mete)) 2 • ( - l ) s ,
therefore s is odd. Thus, s = - 1 , and equation (5) becomes 1 + y/dz = ea 2 ^ - 1 ,
and since z > 0, C < 0, it follows that e = —1. Thus, equation (5) can be
rewritten as
(1 + %/dz)C = a2.
Rewriting the above equation as

(1 + VP^ + I ) ^ 2 + V^TÎ) = (« + -

(6)

y/^+lf,

and identifying the rational emd irrationed parts from both sides of equation (6)
above, we get
(7)

u2 + {pG + l)(^)2=pG

+ pG/2 + l

and 2 u ( ^ ) = p G / 2 + l.

Expressing v/z from the second equation (7) in terms of p and u, and inserting
the result into the first equation (7), we get the equation

therefore

The first equation (8) is impossible because 2 is not a squeire, while the second
equation (8) is impossible because d > 2.
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CASE 2. r > 2.

We first remark that we may choose a in equation (5) so that s < 0 and odd.
Indeed, with a fixed equation of the form (5), replace a by <*£', where f is a large
positive integer incongruent to a modulo 2. After this replacement, the exponent
s in (5) wiU be replaced by s - rt, which is negative for large t and odd, and e
wiU be replaced by e • ( - l ) r t . By replacing now a by -ea, it foUows that we
may assume that e = — 1. Thus, we have shown the existence of an equation of
the form
(9)

l + y/dz =

-arCa,

where s > 0 is odd. Computing norms in (9), we get
- p G = 1 - dz2 = NK{1 + Vdz) = NK{-l)NK{aT)NK{C)

= - A W .

Thus, NK{a) = p G / r , and therefore we have obtained the equation
u2-dv2

(10)

= pGlT.

We now rewrite (9) as (1 + y/dz)C,* = ar, which, with (10), is seen to be of the
form
(11)

(1 + VpO + l ) ^

2

+ ViP + ï)* = {u + ei

y/u*-pG/')r,

where ei = sign(v) G {±1}. Identifying the rational parts from (11), we get the
equation

(i2) (i + y/pë+ï)^2

+ v ^ + ï r + (i-y/îP + ï)ipa/2- VïëTïy

= {u+ y/u2-pGlr)T

+ {u-

y/u2-pGlT)r.

The left hemd side of (12) modulo p is 2, whUe the right hemd side of (12) modulo
p is (2u) r . Comphcated proofe of these statements can be achieved by expanding
both sides of (12) using the binomial formula. Simple proofe of these statements
can be achieved by setting say X := p in the left hand side of (12), treating this
left hand side of (12) as a formed polynomial in X, and then computing its value
in zero, which is obviously 2, and a simUar argument works for the left hemd
side of (12). Thus, we have arrived at the congruence (2u)r = 2(modp). Setting
XQ := 2u, it foUows that XG/T — XQ is a factor of XG — 2 modulo p, which is
impossible from the way we have defined our set of prime numbers P .
This concludes the proof of the Theorem.
I thank Professor M. R. Murty for useful suggestions,
and for meddng me aware of Yu's work [5]. This work was supported by Project
PAPHT-IN104602 from the UNAM.
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ON SOME QUESTIONS OF EYMARD AND BEKKA
CONCERNING AMENABILITY OF HOMOGENEOUS SPACES
AND INDUCED REPRESENTATIONS
VLADIMIR PESTOV
Presented by G. A. ElUott, FRSC
ABSTRACT. Let F Ç H C G he closed subgroups of a locally compact group. In response to a 1972 question by Eymard, we construct an
example where the homogeneous factor space G/F is amenable in the sense
of Eymard-Greenleaf, while H/F is not. (In our example, G is discrete.)
As a corollary which answers a 1990 question by Bekka, the induced représentation indjj(p) can be amenable in the sense of Bekka even if p is
not amenable. The second example, answering another question by Bekka,
shows that ind§(p) need not be amenable even if both the representation
p and the coset space G/H are amenable.
RÉSUMÉ. Soient F C H C G deux sous-groupes fermés d'un groupe
localement compact G. En réponse à une question posée en 1972 par Eymard, nous construisons un groupe discret G tel que l'espace homogène
G/F est moyennable au sens d'Eymard et Greenleaf, bien que H/F n'est
pas moyennable. On obtienne un corollaire qui répond à un problème posé
par Bekka en 1990: une représentation induite ind^(p) peut être moyennable au sens de Bekka même si p n'est pas moyennable. Le deuxième
exemple, qui répond & une autre question de Bekka, montre que indfj(p)
n'est pas nécessairement moyennable même si la représentation p et l'espace
homogène G/H sont l'un et l'autre moyennables.

1. Introduction. Let Jï be a closed subgroup of a locedly compeict group
G. The homogeneous factor space G/H is amenable in the sense of Eymard and
Greenleaf [5], [6], if L0O{G/H) supports a G-invariant mean. If H = {e}, one
obtains the classiced concept of em amenable locedly compact group.
A unitary representation p of a group G in a Hilbert space H is amenable
in the sense of Bekka [1] if there exists a state, (j), on the algebra B(W) of
bounded operators that is Ad G-invariant: </>(7r(5)T7r(5)_1) = 0(r) for every
T G B{H) and every g G G. For instance, the homogeneous space G/H is
Eymeird-Greenleed amenable if and only if the quasi-regular representation XG/H
of G in L2{G/H) is amenable.
Let F and H be closed subgroups of a locally compact group G, such that
F Ç if Ç G. In 1972 Eymard had asked [5, p. 55]:
Ql.

Suppose the space G/F is amenable. Is then H/F amenable?
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This is of course a classiced result in the case F = {e}.
Let Tr be a strongly continuous unitary representation of H. In 1990 Bekka
has shown [1] that, if the unitsuily induced representation ind^(7r) is eunenable,
then G/H is amenable. He asked the foUowing:
Q2.

Does amenability ofindH{ir)

imply that ofn?

(This is a more genered version of Eymard's question Ql.)
Q3.

Suppose both G/H and IT are amenable. Is then ind^Tr) amenable?

Question 3 was partially answered in the positive by Bekka himself [1] under
extra assumptions on H. Further discussion can be found in [7].
We show that in general the answer to edl three questions above is negative.
R E M A R K . In a recent independent work Nicolas Monod and Sorin Popa have
edso solved Eymard's problem (and thus Bekka's Q2 as well). (See their note [8]
in the same issue.)

2.

Reminders and simple facts.

2.1.
A unitary representation TT of a locedly compeict group G in a Hilbert
space H is said to almost have invariant vectors if for every compact K Q G
and every £ > 0 there is a Ç G H satisfying ||Ç|| = 1 and ||7rp(C) — ^|| < e for all
QGK.
2.2.
If a unitary representation n of a group G (viewed as discrete) almost
has invariant vectors, then TT ts ameno6/e.
This follows from CoroUeiry 5.3 of [1], because TT weakly contedns the trivial
one-dimensioned representation, la < T. Alternatively, choose for every finite
K Ç G and every e > 0 an almost invariant vector ^ > e as above, and set
(l>K,eiT) := {T^K,e,^K,e)- Every weak* cluster point, (j>, of the net of states
(0/f,e) is a G-invariemt state.
Note that the converse of 2.2 is not true, as for example every uniteiry representation of an amenable group is amenable by Theorem 2.2 of [1].
2.3.
Let H be a closed subgroup of a locally compact group G. The following
statements are equivalent.
(i)
(ii)

TTie homogeneous space G/H is amenable.
The left quasi-regular representation XQ/H of G in L2{G/H), formed with
respect to any (equivalently: every) quasi-invariant measure v on G/H,
almost has invariant vectors.
(iii) The left quasi-regular representation XQ/H is amenable.
(iv) If G acts continuously by affine transformations on a convex compact set C
in such a way that C contains an H-fixed point, then C contains a G-fixed
point.
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The equivalences between (i), (u), emd (iv) are due to Eymard [5], while (Ui)
was added by Bekka [1, Theorem 2.3 (i)]. The condition (ii) is an analogue
of Reiter's condition (P2) for homogeneous spaces. (Interestingly, a natured
analogue of F0lner's condition for homogeneous speices fedls [6].)
2.4- Let the homogeneous space G/H be amenable, and let TT bea strongly continuous unitary representation ofG. If the restriction of n to H is an amenable
representation, then ir is amenable as well.
To prove this statement, denote, foUowing Bekka [1, Section 3], by X{H) the
G*-subedgebra of B{H) formed by edl operators T with the property that the
orbit map of the adjoint action,
GBg^nig)TiT{g)-1GB{n),
is norm-continuous. Then G acts upon X{H) in a strongly continuous way
by isometries. It foUows that the dued adjoint action of G on the state space
of X{H), equipped with the weak* topology, is continuous. Because of the
assumed amenability of IT\H, there is an if-invariant state, ij}, on B{H) and
consequently on X{H). Eynmrd's conditionalfixedpoint property 2.3 (iv) allows
us to conclude that there is a G-invariant state, ^, on X{H). This in turn impUes
amenability of ir by Theorem 3.5 of [1].
2.5. Let if be a closed subgroup of a locally compeict group G, and let TT be a
strongly continuous unitary representation of if in a HUbert space. By indj/W
we wiU denote, as usual, the unitarily induced representation of G.
2.6. The foUowing is Mackey's generedization of the Rrobenius Reciprocity
Theorem [9, Theorem 5.3.3.5].
Let H be a closed subgroup of a locally compact group G, and let ir and p be
finite-dimensional irreducible unitary representations of H and G, respectively.
If G/H carries a finite invariant measure, then ind%{ir) contains p as a discrete
direct summand exactly as many times os p|^ contains ir as a discrete direct
summand.
2.7. Let G be a locally compeict group, and let i f , F be closed subgroups
of G such that F Ç H. Set ir = i n d ^ l f ), where I F stands for the trivied
one-dimensional representation of F. Then ir = Xn/p is unitarily equivalent
to the quasi-regular representation of if in L2{H/F) [9, Corollary 5.1.3.6]. By
the theorem on induction in stages {ibid., Proposition 5.1.3.5), the induced representation ind§(A/f/f) is unitarUy equivedent to indp(lf'), which is just the
representation XQ/F, the quasi-regular representation of G in L2{G/F).
Now assume that the homogeneous factor space G/F is amenable. By Bekka's
result mentioned above (2.3.(ui)), this amounts to the amenability of XG/FThis eirgument shows that Eymard's Ql is a particuleir case of Bekka's Q2.
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First example.

3.1.
Let if = FQO, where F», denotes the free non-abelian group on infinitely
many free generators Xi, i G Z. For every nGZ, let r „ denote the normed
subgroup of F » generated by Xi, i < n. We wiU set F = FQ.
As the factor space H/F = FOO/FQ is a free group, it is not amenable.
3.2. Let the group Z act on FQO by group automorphisms via shifting the
generators:
Tn{xm)

:=

^m+m

where m, n e Z and T denotes the action of Z on F».
Denote by G = Z K T F » the semi-direct product formed with respect to the
action T. That is, G is the Cartesian product Z x F » equipped with the group
operation (m, x)(n, y) = (m+n,XT m y), the neutral element (0, e) emd the inverse
(n,!)-1 = (-n,r_ni-1).
Let us show that the homogeneous space G/F is Eymard-Greenleerf amenable.
3.3.

For every n € Z,
(n,e)F = {(n,e)(0,y):yeF}
= {(n,T n y):y GFo}
= {n} x r n .

Let 5 C Fx, be an arbitrary finite subset. For n € Z sufficiently leurge, S C r n .
Now for each (0, s) G S,
(0, s){n, e)F = {(0, s)(n, z):zG

rn}

= {n} x (sr n )
= {n} x r n
= (n,e)F;
that is, the left F-coset (n, e)F G G/F is 5-invariant.
Consequently, the unit vector S{n,e)F G £2{G/F) is S-invewiemt. We have
proved that the if-module (?{G/F) almost has invariant vectors, and therefore
the restriction to if of the left regular representation XQ/F is amenable. Since
G/H is an amenable homogeneous space (if is normed in G and the factor-group
G/H is isomorphic to Z), we conclude by 2.4 that the left regular representation
of G in P{G/F) is amenable, that is, that G/F is an amenable homogeneous
space.
3.4. The constructed triple of groups F C if C G provides a negative answer
to the question of Eymeurd (Ql).
In view of the remarks in 2.7, it provides a negative answer to Bekka's question
(Q2) as weU. Take as TT = indp ( I F ) = XH/F the left quasi-regular representation
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of if in ^ ( i f / F ) . While TT is not amenable, the induced representation md/J(7r) =
XQ/F is amenable.
3.5. The foUowing way of viewing our exeunple may be instructive.
If considered as a unitary Fœ-module, ^ 2 (G/F) decomposes, up to unitary
equivalence, into the orthogonal sum

£2(G/F)^0^2(Foo/rn).
n€Z

None of the unitary Foo-modules ^(Foo/F,,) is amenable, yet their orthogonal
sum is amenable, because the famUy (^(^oo/Fn)),,^ "asymptoticedly has invariant vectors": every finite 5 C Fx, acts trivially on the HUbert space ^{F^/Tn),
provided n is large enough so that 5 C r n . (Indeed, r n eure normed in F».)
4.

Second example.

4.1.
Let G = SL(n, K) and if = SL(n, Z), n > 3. Since if is a (non-uniform)
lattice in G {cf. [3, Exercise 7, §2, Chapitre VII]), the homogeneous space G/H
is amenable.
4-2. The group SL(n,Z) is maximally almost periodic (for instance, homomorphisms to the groups SL(n,Zp), where p is a prime number, separate points
in SL(n,Z)). Let TT be a non-trivied (of dimension > 1) irreducible unitary finitedimensional representation of if. Being finite-dimensional, TT is an eunenable
representation; cf. [1, Theorem 1.3 (i)].
4.3. Applying Mackey's Reciprocity Theorem (quoted above, 2.6) with p equed
to IG, a trivied one-dimensional representation of G, we conclude that the unitarily induced representation indflr(7r) has no non-zero invariant vectors.
At the same time, the Lie group G = SL(n,R), n > 3, has property (T) (see
e.g. [4, Chapitre 2.a, Théorème 4]), and the only amenable representations of
non-compact simple Lie groups with Kazhdan's property (T), such as G, are
those having a non-zero invariant vector ([1, Remark 5.10]; cf. also the principed
result of [2]).
4-4- We conclude: ind jj (TT) is non-amenable, even if the unitary representation
Tr emd the homogeneous space G/H are both amenable.
This answers in the negative another question posed by Bekka (Q3).
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ON CO-AMENABILITY FOR GROUPS
AND VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS
NICOLAS MONOD A N D SORIN POPA
Presented by G. A. EUiott, FRSC
RÉSUMÉ. Nous démontrons tout d'abord que la comoyennabilité ne
passe pas aux sous-groupes, résolvant ainsi une question posée par P. Eymard en 1972. Nous étudions ensuite la comoyennabilité pour les algèbres
de von Neumann; en particulier, nous clarifions le lien avec le cas des
groupes.

1. Co-amenable subgroups. A subgroup H of a group G is called coamenable in G if it has the foUowing relative fixed point property:
Every continuous affine G-action on a convex compact subset of a locally
convex space with an H-fixed point has a G-fixed point.
This is equivedent to the existence of a G-invariemt meem on the space £°° {G/H)
or to the weedc containment of the trivial representation in £2{G/H); see [4] (compeire edso Proposition 3 below). Alternative terminology is amenable pair or coF0lner, and more generally Greenleaf [5] introduced the notion of an amenable
action (conflicting with more recent terminology) further generedized by Zimmer
[10] to amenable pedrs of actions.
In the particular case of a normed subgroup H<G, co-amenability is equivalent
to amenability of the quotient G/H.
One checks that for a triple
if < if < G,
co-amenability of K in H and of H in G implies that K is co-amenable in G. In
1972, Eymard proposed the following problem [4, N 0 3, §8]:
/ / we assume K co-amenable in G, is it also co-amenable in H?
(It is plain that if is co-amenable in G.)
If K is normed in G, then the answer is positive, since it amounts to the fact
that amenability passes to subgroups. We give an elementary famUy of counterexamples for the general case. Interestingly, we can even get some normality:
THEOREM 1.

(i)

There are triples of groups K < H <G with K co-amenable in G but not
in if.
Received by the editors on February 5, 2003.
AMS subject classification: 43A07, 43A85, 46L.
© Royal Society of Canada 2003.
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(ii) For emy group Q there is a triple K < Ho < G with K co-amenable in G
and Ho/K =* Q.
Moreover, all groups in (i) can be assumed ICC (infinite conjugacy classes). In
(ii), the group G is finitely generated/presented, ICC, torsion-free, etc. as soon
as Q has the corresponding property.
REMARK 1. We shedl see that one cem alsofindcounter-examples K < Ho <
G with all three groups finitely generated.

REMARK 2. We mention that in a recent independent work V. Pestov edso
solved Eymard's problem (see V. Pestov's note in this same issue).
We start with the foUowing general setting: Let K be emy group and ti: K ->
K a monomorphism. Denote by G = K*^ the corresponding HNN-extension,
i.e.,
G = {K,t | tkr1 =tf(fc)VA; e if).
Write if = (Jfcgz t~kKtk so that G = if M (t>.
PROPOSITION 2.

The group K is co-amenable in G.

PROOF. Note that if is co-amenable in G, so that by applying the relative fixed
point property to the space of means on (^{G/K) we deduce that it is enough
to find an if-invariant mean

/t^G/iO—»R.
For every jfc e N we define a mean pk by pk{f) = f{t-kK) for / in eoo{G/K).
This mean is left invariant by the group t~kKtk. Since if is the increasing union
of t~kKtk for fc —• oo, any weak-* Umit of the sequence {pk} is em if-inveuriant
mean.
•
We set ifo = t-lKt and consider K < Ho < H < G. Observe that K is
not co-amenable in ifo unless ^{K) is co-eunenable in K, and hence also not
in if when K < H. Thus we will construct our counter-examples by finding
appropriate pairs {K,^) with ^{K) not co-amenable in K.
For Theorem 1, let Q be any group, let K = 0 n > o Q be the direct limit of
finite Ceirtesian powers and let tf be the shift; thentf(K) is co-amenable in K if
emd only if Q is amenable. The cledms follow; observe that G is the restricted
wreath product of Q by Z.
For Remark 1, we may for instance take K to he the free group on two
generators and define tf by choosing two independent elements in the kernel of
a surjection of AT to a non-amenable group.
AmenabiUty of groups can be chareicterized in terms of bounded cohomology,
see [6]. Here is a generahzation, which shows that actuedly the transitivity and
(lack of) hereditary properties of co-amenabiUty were to be expected.
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PROPOSITION 3.

The following are equivalent:

(i) if ts co-amenoWe m G.
(ii) For any dual Banach G-module V and any n > 0, the restriction Hg (G, V) —>
H{J(if, V) ts injective.
PROOF, "(i) ^- (ii)" is obtained by constructing a transfer map (at the cochain
level) using an invariant meem on G/H, along the lines of [7, §8.6].
"(ii) => (i)" Let V be the G-module (£ 0 O (G/iî)/C)*, where C is embedded
as constants. The extension 0 -> K - • 2°°{G/H)* -» C -> 0 splits over if (by
evaluation on the trivial coset) so that in the associated long exact sequence the
transgression map C -» Hj(if, V) vanishes. By (ii) and naturality, the transgression C —» Hb(G, V) also vanishes, and so the long exact sequence for G yields
a G-invariant element p, in ^ ( G / i f ) ' which does not vanish on the constants.
Teiking the absolute value of p (for the canoniced Riesz space structure) and
normalizing it gives an invariant mean.
•
Co-amenable von Neumann subalgebras. Let Nhe& finite von Neumann edgebra
and B c N a von Neumemn subedgebra. For simplicity, we shedl assume N
has countably decomposable centre. Equivalently, we assume N has a normal
faithful tracial state T. Let B C N C {N, B) be the basic construction for
B cN,r,
i.e., {N,B) = JBJ'nBiL2{N,T))
with J the canoniced conjugation
2
on L {N,T)
and CB the canoniced projection of L2{N,T)
onto L2{B,T).
Note
that, up to isomorphism, the inclusion N c {N, B) does not depend on r . We
also denote by Tr the unique normal semifinite faithful trace on {N, B) given by
Tr(xeBy) = T{xy),
x,yGN.
DEFINITION 4. ([8], see also [9]) The subalgebra B is co-amenable in N if
there exists a norm one projection * of (AT, JB) onto N. One edso says that N is
amenable relative to B.
REMARK 3.
If Bo C B c TV and N is amenable relative to Bo then N is
amenable relative to B. Indeed, since {N,B) is included in {N,Bo), we may
restrict * : {N,Bo) -* N to {N,B).

The next result from [8], [9] provides severed alternative characterizations
of relative amenabiUty. The proof, which we have included for the reader's
convenience, is an adaptation to the case of inclusions of edgebras of Connes'
well known results for single von Neumann edgebras [3].
PROPOSITION

5.

With B c

N,T

as before, the following conditions are

equivalent:
(i)
(ii)

B is co-amenable in N.
There exists a state ip on {N, B) with il>{uXu*) = ip{X) for all X G {N, B),
u G U{N).
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(iii) For alle>0 and all finite F C U{N) there is a projection f in {N, B) with
Tr / < oo such that \\ufu* - /[[a/iv < ell/lkiv for all UGF.
Here (ii) parallels the inveiriant mean criterion while (iii) is a F0lner type
condition.
P R O O F , "(i) •«> (ii)" If * is a norm one projection onto N, then by Tomiyama's
Theorem it is a conditional expectation onto N; thus t/» = r o * is Ad(tt)-invariant
Vu G U{N). Conversely, if ^ satisfies (ii) above and X G {N, B) then let *(A")
denote the unique element in N satisfying Tiiil{X)x), Vx G N. It is immediate
to see that X i-» ^{X) is a conditioned expectation (thus a norm one projection)
onto N.
"(ii) & (iii)" Assuming (iii), denote by I the set of finite subsets of 1({N)
ordered by inclusion and for each i € / let /{ € P((Ar,B)) be a non-zero projection with Tr(/i) < oo such that ||u/iU* - /[^.TV < jtl'Ml/lb.'iv. Vu € i. For
each X G {N,B) let ip{X) = limiTr(A'/ i )/Tr(/i) for some Banach limit over i.
Then V is easily seen to be an Ad(u)-invariant state on {N, B), Vu e U{N).
Conversely, if i}> satisfies (ii) then by Day's convexity trick it foUows that for
any finite F C U{N) and any e > 0 there exists TJ G L^HN, B), T r ) + such that
Tr(7?) = 1 and [jurçu* -»?||I,TV < £• By the Powers-St0rmer inequedity, this implies
\\vrfl2u* --qW^Tt
< e1'/2||r;1/2||2,Tr. Thus, Connes' "joint distribution" trick
(see [2]) applies to get a spectred projection / of r/ 1/2 such that llu/u* -/[[a.-iv <
e 1/4 ||/||2,'iv, Vu G F .
•

The next result relates the co-amenabiUty of subalgebras with the co-eimenability of subgroups, generalizing a simileir argument for single algebras/groups
from [3].
PROPOSITION 6. Let G be a (discrete) group, {BO,TO) a finite von Neumann
algebra with a normal faithful tracial state and a: G —* Aut(Bo,To) a traccpreserving cocycle action ofG on {Bo,TO). Let N = BQ xaG be the corresponding
crossed product von Neumann algebra with its normal faithful tracial state given
by T{J2 çG bgitg) = To(6e)- ief also H < G be a subgroup and B = Bo^a H.
Then B is co-amenable in N if and only if the group if is co-amenable in G.
In peurticuleir, taking Bo = C, we deduce:
COROLLARY 7.
Let H < G be (discrete) groups. Then the inclusion of
group von Neumann algebras L{H) C L{G) is co-amenable if and only if if is
co-amenable in G.
P R O O F O F PROPOSITION 6.

u

^="

Let Fj y

G/H

he a net of finite F0lner

sets, which we identify with some sets of representatives Fj C G. For each i and
X G {N, B) set

%{X) = I F r 1 * ^ u9eBu;)X(]r uheBul)),
geFi

heFi
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where $ : spNesN
—* N is the canoniced operator vedued weight given by
${xeBy) = xy for x,y G N. Then clearly ^ are completely positive, normed, unital, Bo-bimodular emd satisfy ^!i{J2gea^9u9) = 12geGag^9u9> where
al = \gFi n Fil/jFI. Thus, if we put V{X) = Um^ V^X) for some Banach Umit
over i, then *(JC) = X for ail X G ^V, ^{{N,B)) C iV and * is completely
positive and unital. Thus $ is a norm one projection.
"=*•" Let {&}{ C G be a set of representatives for the classes G/H and denote
by .4 C {N,B) the set of operators of the form SjOitU^eBU^, where ai G C,
supi |ai| < oo. Clearly, A = ^ ( G / i f ) . Note that Ad{uh) implements the left
translation by ft G G on ^ ( G / i f ) via this isomorphism. Put ip = TO^\X, then
tp is clearly a left invariant mean on I00 {G/H).
•
COROLLARY 8. There are inclusions of type Hi factors No C N C M such
that No is co-amenable in M but not in N. In fact, there are such examples with
N having property (T) relative to No in the sense of [1], [8], [9],
Let Q be an infinite group with property (T) and let if <l ifo < G be as
in point (ii) of Theorem 1. Set iVo = L{K), N = L(ifo), M = L(G). Choosing
Q to be ICC ensures that these three algebras are factors of type Hi. The claim
follows now from CoroUary 7.
•
PROOF.

We proceed now to present an alternative example of interesting co-amenable
inclusions of type Hi factors.
Let LJ G /3N\N be a free ultrafilter on N . Denote as usued by R the hyperfinite
Hi factor and let R? = ^ ( J V , £ ) / / „ , where Iu = {(a;n)n6N I lim n ^ w T(a:;a:n)
= 0}. Then if" is weU known to be a type Hi factor with its unique trace
given by T w ((x n ) n €N) = Um,,-.,., T(x n ). Let further R^, = R' r\ /?", where R is
embedded into Ft? as constant sequences. Recedl that E^,, RvR^ are factors and
(B V i ^ ) ' n B " = C.
Also, if tf is an automorphism of B then there exists a unitary element u,) G B "
normalizing both B emd BvBu, such that Ad(u)|fi = tf. The uniteiry element u^
is unique modulo perturbation by a unitary from Bo, and tf is properly outer if
emd only if Ad(u) is properly outer on BVBu, (see Connes [2] for edl this). Thus,
if a is a properly outer cocycle action of some group G on B then {Ad(uCT(s)) |
5 G G} C M{R V Bu,) implements a cocycle action â of G on B V B^ (agedn,
see [2]).
T H E O R E M 9.

(i) B " is omena6/e both relative to Ru and to Ry Ru,.
(ii) If N is the von Neumann algebra generated by the normalizer M{R V RJ)
of RV Ru in R?, then RV Ru is not co-amenable in N. Moreover, if a is
a properly outer action of an infinite property (T) group G on R (e.g. by
Bernoulli shifts) then No = (B V Bu,) U {ua(g) \ g G G})" ~ (B V B^) >Jà G
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is not amenable relative to Ry Ru- In fact. No has property (T) relative to
RyRu.
P R O O F . By Remeurk 3 it is suflRcient to prove that B " is amenable relative to B ^ .
We show that in fact a much stronger version of condition (iii) in Proposition 5
holds true, namely: VWo = {un}n C U{R?) countable, 3v G U{RJ) such that
/ = VCR^V* satisfies u / u * = / , Vu G Uo or, equivalently, vllov* C B ^ .

Let u n = (u*)fc with u* G U{R), Vfc,n. Let B = Up W 2Px2p(C) and for each
n let pn be such that ||F M2Pn><;iPn( c)(u* l ) - u ^ J j < 1/n, Vfc,m < n. Thus, if
we put P = n„^ w M2Pn x?»» (C) then W0, B C F . In particular, F ' n B " C B ^ .
For each n let now «„ C B be a uniteury element satisfying v{M2Pn x2Pn (C))t;* C
M2Pnx2Pn ( C ) ' n B (this is trivially possible, since the latter is a type Hi factor).
Thus, if we let v = ( u n ) n then vPv' cP'nR?
C FL, showing that vUov* C Bu,
as well.
The rest of the statement is now trivied, because if we denote by G the quotient group A/'(B V Ru)/U{R V B^) then JV itself is a cross product of the form
{Ry Ru)xG.
By Proposition 6 (with G = G and B = 1), the co-amenability of
B V Bu, in JV amounts to the amenability of the group G- But G contains copies
of any countable non-amenable group {e.g. property (T) groups).
•
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DIVERGENCE THEOREM
FOR SETS OF FINITE PERIMETER
ISIDORE FLEISCHER
Presented by Niky Kamram, FRSC
ABSTRACT. This is a development of the theorem which uses only
bare measure theory (and a smidgen of functional analysis), avoiding recourse to the heavy machinery of "mollifiers, (co)area formulae, (relative)
isoperimetric inequalities, and the Whitney extension theorem" that the
other published treatments are based on. The basic difficulty is to identify
the boundary measure, obtained from formal integration by parts from the
volume integral over the measurable set of finite perimeter, with Hausdorff
measure. This can be achieved with nothing more exotic than an appeal
to the compactness in Li of bounded BV-norm sets, the Radon-Nikodym
and monotone convergence theorems, Pubini and a little multi-dimensional
calculus.
RÉSUMÉ. Une dérivation du théorème qui n'utilise que la pure théorie
de la mesure (et un brin d'analyse fonctionnelle). Le noyau de la démonstration consiste à reconnaître que la mesure sur la frontière réduite, obtenue par une intégration par parties formelles à partir de l'intégrale de
volume sur l'ensemble de périmètre fini, se confonde avec la mesure de
Hausdorff. Ceci est achevé par un appel à la compacité en Li des ensembles
bornés en BV-norme, les théorèmes de Radon-Nikodym et de convergence
monotone, Fubini, et un peu de calcul multi-dimensionnel.

In the classiced formulation of the divergence theorem,
/ ^•(j>dx= I

JE

JôE

(j)-ndH,

E is an JV-dimensional volume bounded by a smooth (JV - 1) surface dE to
which n is the exterior unit normal and on which B is (JV — 1) (hyper)surfeice
measure.
For any compactly supported C' selfmap (f> of JV-space the left side makes
sense as soon as i? is Lebesgue measurable and furnishes a Unear functional on
the space of these selfmaps; moreover, the right side bounds the norm of the
functioned (i.e., its sup on |^| < 1) by the surfeice measure of dE (which is
actually for bounded E the sup, since ^ • n is leirgest when ^ has the direction
of n, when it equals |^|). Accordingly, declare E to have finite perimeter if
fEsj - (j>dx ia bounded on compactly supported |0| < 1 in C
As a function of B ^ selfmaps, this form ceui be construed as a vector (-valued)
Radon measure eicting componentwise: VXE = Sej(ViXE), SfiXEf '•= VXEVI
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is the restriction to the i-th component of tp, and the bound over |<£| < 1 is
the vedue at B ^ of a positive (reed) Radon, its "variation", measure || V XBII.
whose values on opens are the sup of V X E over |^| < 1 with compact support
in the open. (Indeed, these values are continuous on increasing sequences of,
and (countably) additive on disjoint, opens.) Similarly for V X E . whose value
on ball B is Si lim ViXfi^n, &. î XB pointwise, which determines E a.e. There
is continuity of || V xll for argumentwise convergence of VXE> i n 0 P e n ^ whose
boundary has || Um vXEl|- m e asure zero. Domination by Uminf commutes with
sup: If F{(l>) < lim infj Bj^^) then < Uminf.,-V^B,-^) for every </>, hence the
latter is > y^F{(f>). So from VXE ^ lim inf j V X E , on the (f) supported in open
U follows (|| V X E I I ) ^ < Uminfjdl V X E J I ) ^ - Duedly, from VXE > UmsupvXEj
on the ^ = 1 on closed C foUows || V XE\\C > Umsup || y XEj l|C- Hence if also
CDU with || V X B I K ^ W ) = 0, then || V X E I I ^ = II V X B I I C = lim|| V X E J C =
Um || v XEj II ^- T h i s i a a variant of what is called the "Portmanteau theorem"
in the probability literature, cf. [EG, Section 1.9].
The vector measure VXE is (*-e-i i t s components are) absolutely continuous with respect to its veuriation || V Xsll so one can form the Radon-Nikodym
derivative, which will be a vector-valued point function I/B(X). TO see to what it
corresponds, recall that for a smoothly bounded volume E the vector measure
JES7-ipdx = JgE ip-ndHhas components JaE fani dH, the variation measure is
surface measure H on dE, and so the vector derivative is n. This suggests defining the unit normal in general as the derivative. However, the derivative is only
determined up to a set of || y XE||- I n e a s u r e z61"0 on which it can take eurbitrary
values—to nail it down, we'll restrict to those x for which || y XB || [B(a;, r)] > 0 for
arbitrarily small r > 0 and such that yxBl-B(a;,r)]/|| y i £ ||[B(a;,r)] approaches
a vector of norm 1 as r —• 0. This subset of x's is sometimes called the "reduced
boundary" d~E and the negative (since XB increases when entering E) of the
limit, the "generedized exterior normed" UE{X).
Since y x E veinishes on every (f) G C supported either in the interior or the
exterior of E (for the former use the classical divergence theorem) the reduced
boundeury d~E C dE, the topologiced boundeiry (not conversely, as witnessed
by sets of measure zero). Thus y x B and || y XBII are effectively "boundary
measures"—indeed, they eure even ceurried by the reduced boundary d~E since by
standard measure theory the complement of the reduced boundeury has || y XB||measure zero, hence also yxB-measure zero. This yields a kind of Divergence
Theorem for E of finite perimeter:
/ y • «Mi = yxBO/O = /

JE

JO-E

^•"BdllyxEll-

It would be more satisfying to be able to replace in general the abstract
measure || y X E | | by the standard Hausdorff surface measure in the right term.
This is what the subsequent development will accomplish; the resulting equality
achevés the divergence theorem emnounced in the title.
Not only does the above equality reduce globally to the classical one for
smoothly bounded domedns, it edso melds correctly locedly on intersections with
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such domedns. Let the domedn D be smoothly bounded with exterior normed
n, let / be a reed-vedued C function which approximates some continuous function which differs from 1 in D and 0 outside only close to the boundary of D
where it is linear on each normal there, and apply the above equality to obtain
SBfV<t>dx + JEvf-(t>dx = JBv- {ft) dx = fg.E ft - ud\\ y XBII- AS the
regions of constancy expand to force the non-constant peurt of / to approach the
negative unit jump across the boundary of D, this becomes
/

y-^di- /

JECID

^•ndB= /

JEndD

^ - ^ 4 VXE||
Jond-E

which is the Divergence Theorem for B n ZJ with each portion of the boundary
integred evaluated according to its own rule. The passage to the limit in the outer
terms, whose integrands have f as a factor, can be justified by the Monotone
Convergence Theorem; for the middle term, parametrize the domain of nonconstancy of / with rectangular regions and apply Fubini to the product of
length along the normal times surface measure.
Prom now on E wiU be assumed closed. This results in no loss of generality
since y x s = y x s Setting (j> equal to C" vector functions constantly basis vectors on a neighborhood of closed EnD yields the vector equedity
- /
JEndD

ndH=

I'B dil y XBII

= (yXE)-D-

JDnd-E

With D the (closed) centered balls of radius r i 0 G d~E,
SEnaDndH/
D
\\VXE\\{D) approaches I/(0) ofunitlengthsoUminf ri oB(Bn9£>)/||yxE||(- ) >
1; with D balls B of sufficiently small radius r, || yxslKB) < {l+e)H{EndB) <
(1 + e)H{dB) = M r * - 1 for some constant M.
The change of variable x = ry with constant (scedar) r converts the form
JE Vx-Qix) àx to r1*'1 Jr_lE Sfy-tiry) dy; for B a bounded open ball centered at
0Gd~E, t{x) has support in rB iff ^(ry) has support in B, hence \\VXE\\{rB) =
^ " i V Xr-isil-B, pjrrrll y XBllrB = || y Xr-'Bli-B is bounded for small r.
It is known that BV^-norm (i.e., variation +Li) bounded sets eure precompact
in Li(B); hence there is a sequence rj —» 0 (indeed every zero convergent sequence contedns such a subsequence) for which Xr-1? converges in measure on
3

B and so some further subsequence converges a.e.—hence the limit is a.e. in B
some characteristic function XBTo identify the set F for which XB|B is the limit of x r - i E | B for sufficiently
smedl balls centered at 0, take the positive Zi-eixis edong the generedized exterior normed to E at 0, dot product with which then shows convergence as
rj 1 0 of the scalar function (yiXr i B)B/|| y X^BIIB to - 1 . Thus (yiXB)B =
lim(y ix r r i E )B = - Um || y Xr-1^!!^ a n ^ since sup of a limit is < lim inf of the
sups (as noticed previously), || y XB||B < Um(inf)|| y x r -i B ||B = -(yiXB)B <
|| y X B | | B . Thus XB is a.e. a function only of xi (yxB annihilates dtp/dxi
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for i > 1) and since yxXB = HI V XB|| is non-positive, F is a.e. of the form
[xi < A}. (If F had two boundeiry points in whose neighborhoods it had positive
measure, one could find an interved on which || y XBII > - y i XB-)
It can be shown (but is not needed for the argument) that A = 0 so that
T := {xi = A} is reedly the "measure-theoretic tangent" hyperplane, i.e., that
through 0, rather than through an unspecified A, orthogoned to the normed. Since
F is smoothly bounded by T, || y XB|| is hyperplane measure, thus vanishes on
the boundary of the meet of every ball B with T; by the "Portmanteau theorem"
|| y Xrj-iJB = l A f ^H y XEll(rjB) - || y XB||B—for B a ball centered in T,
the latter is the surface measure of its diameter. Thus at every point of d~E, the
Il y XBII measure of the centered ball of radius r divided by the surface measure
of its diametral section approaches 1 as r J. 0. Thus the derivative is identically 1
emd surface measure coincides with || y XE|| on d~E.
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PARAMETER ESTIMATION IN
A MULTILEVEL HIERARCHY OF SDES
G. GAUTHIER, D. KAKO AND J. VAILLANCOURT
Presented by Donald A. Dawson, FRSC
ABSTRACT.
We obtain the maximum likelihood estimators for the
drift coefficients of a hierarchical model of stochastic processes arising as
an extension of the mean field model. The closed form of said estimators
is explicited and allows for its use in practice. A central limit theorem for
these coefficients is derived.
RéSUMé.
Nous obtenons explicitement les estimateurs de vraisemblance maximale pour les coefficients de dérive d'un modèle hiérarchique
de processus stochastiques généralisant le modèle de champ moyen. La
forme fermée des estimateurs permet une utilisation aisée en pratique. Un
théorème de la limite centrale pour ces coefficients estimés est aussi obtenu.

1. The multilevel system. For the sake of simpUcity, the results will be
formulated in the case of a model with a fixed number L of levels in the hieretrchy, each level having (common) size JV describing the structure of the system
at that level or strata. WhUe this assumption of a common size is artificial, it
will edlow many simplifications in the statement of the results. On an appropriate complete probabiUzed stochastic basis ( î l , ^ " , ^ -t>0},V),
consider the
foUowing stochastic system
L

(1) aXfit) = X) C?[x"k{t) - XfiWdt + C£+i [a - X?it)]dt + ^dW^t)
fc=i

where the multivariate index i = {ii,i2,---,iL) runs over edl vedues of ijt G
{1,2,...,JV} for every A: G {1,2,...,!,}. In these equations, each one of the
NL processes Xfit) is one dimensional and the standeurd brownian motions
{Wi{t),t> 0} are edso one dimensioned and mutuaUy independent. The parameters Cj? with k G {1,...,L}, Cf+1, 7 W and a are real-valued and we define

xZcit) = & E " i„....ù=i * " « ^ Ko® = X?it).

The system therefore comprises JVL elements with an associated value of
Xi'it) at time t and classified into categories (say, regions, type of product, sizes,
etc.). At the first level, the JV1"-1 hierarchical averages Xiti{t) (which are independent of index ii but dependent on all other ijt's) are cedculated over only one
Received by the editors on March 14, 2003.
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of these categories; at the second level, the JV L_2 averages -Xj 2 (t) now involve
averaging over two of them (ii and i2) and leaving a dependency on 13,14 and so
on; more generedly, at level k, the NL~k averages ^ t ^ ) involve averaging over
components {ii, i 2 , . . . , ifc} emd keeping fixed those amongst {ijt+i, ik+2, • • •, u } This continues until we reach level L where the overall average vedue X^ L{t) of
all the elements in the system is obtedned. FVom now on index i will be dropped
in this last case, since the dependency on any component of vector i has been
completely averaged out at the top level.
Realistically, interaction amongst neighbouring elements is more intense than
between elements belonging to very different categories, something which one
could model by putting Cj? = Ck/Nk~l, thus emphasizing a decreasing intensity
of the impact of the fluctuations of a single element upon the movement of
higher level averages of feuniUes of elements it belongs to. Once again the choice
of peirameters has been made in order to get simpler formulas but there is no
difficulty in converting back to the more natural CVs.
Our system (1) has Lipschitz coefficients and hence possesses a unique strong
solution for every starting vedue (see Lipster and Shiryayev [7]). Another useful
feature is that the overaU average (but not the intermediate ones!) is actuedly
an Omstein-Uhlenbeck process, namely XL {t) = a + e~c''+it[(XL (0) - a ) +
^N^-L/2
j * ecL+is dW^)], where W{s) denotes the appropriate standard brownian motion. This feature makes it possible to come up with a sensible estimator
for peirameter a.
Throughout the rest of this paper, we assume that diffusion parameter 7 ^ is
known, the problem of estimating it being the subject of ongoing research.
Finally, let us point out that estimation of the pareimeters in system (1) goes
back to Kasonga [5], who ewiiieved it in the mean field case, where there is
only one level {K = 1), no global market drift a = 0 and unitary volatility
7 ^ = 1. While the asymptotic behavior of hierarchies of diffusions has been
anedyzed extensively in mathematical genetics (as in papers [2] emd [3], where
related models eure studied), the elegant closed form of the maximum likelihood
estimator (MLE) that characterizes our model is stated here explicitly for the
first time. The proofs of all the results stated here will be published elsewhere
and are available upon request.
2. The main results. We first obtain the closed form for the MLE 6 of
column vector 6 = ( C f ^ C ^ , . . . , C ^ ) t when the vedues for a and 7 ^ are given.
We then state a central limit theorem for this estimator. Finally, we give the
Euler approximation formulas (corresponding to the more realistic instance when
data collection is effected at discrete time points) and explain how to go about
estimating a in this particular context.
Since our system is Uneeir in 6, the normed equations that cheiracterize the
MLE (for instance, see Bamdorff-Nielsen and Sorensen [1]) are given in matrix
form by F{X,t)ê=
V{X,t), where (L + l) x ( L + l ) matrix F{X,t) = [Fqp{X,t)]
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and vector V{X,t) = [Vk{X,t)] turn out to have a very simple form: for all
k,p,q G {1,2,...,L + 1} we can write
N

(2)

Fqi){X,t) =

-t

E

/ (^i.min{p.,)(5) " X?is)f

ds

and
N

(3)

Vk{X, «) =

ii,i2

rt

E
it=l"

/0

/ TO') " X?i*)) *>

JV

where we set XiiL+i{s) = a for all s. Since there holds F^X, t) = Fqp{X, t), we
write this common value as Fk{X, t) from now on with the choice k = min(p, q).
Here and in the sequel, X = {XN{t) : t > 0} denotes matrix-valued diffusion
process XN{t) := [Xfit)].
LEMMA 2.1. Bor ony starting value F{X, 0) ond any time t> 0, matrix F{X, t)
defined above is symmetric and invertible. Further, its inverse F{X,t)~1 =
[Gqtp{X,t)] is tridiagonal and given by formulas Gkik-i = —{Fk — Fk-i)~l,
G M = iFk - Fk.i)-1 + {Fk+i - Ffc)"1 ond Gfc)fc+i = -(F fe+ i - Ffe)"1, each of
them being well-defined for those values of k such that both indices fall in the
given range, as long as t remains positive. All other terms in this inverse are
null.
The MLE is therefore determined by 0 = F{X,t)~1V{X,t) and uniquely so,
provided of course one uses all the information at hand emd selects the largest
vedue of t available.

THEOREM

2.2. TTie MLEB = {Cf,C?,...,C^)*

ond for each subsequent k =

is given by

l,2,...,L

by putting Vb = FQ = 0 in the last casefc= 1. This MLE (which is a process
in t) is also strongly consistent as JV goes to infinity, uniformly over compact
time sets.
The recursive nature of formula (5) is what allows us to get the Euler approximation in an immediately usable form with no additional conditions. In practice,
the full integrals appearing in formulas (2) emd (3) above are not known since
data is often collected at fixed times emd not continuously. The two natured approaches that come to mind to solve this difficulty (discretization of the integreds
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above emd modelUng the phenomenon as observed at fixed times and computing
the MLE for this discrete model) turn out to yield the same answer here emd so
we only present the first one, known as the Euler approximation scheme. The
equality of these two solutions implies in particular that formulae (4) emd (5)
remain true when the integreds are replaced by approximating Riememn sums
and we make use of this in the sequel.
Assume the process is observed at times 0 < To < Ti < 7^ < • • • < Tjf < T
for some fixed T. FoUowing Kloeden emd Platen [6], it is easy to see that the
approximation is given for i = {ii, i2,..., it} and n 6 {0,..., M — 1} by

(6)

X?{Tn+i) - X?{Tn) = an(Tn,X?{rn)){Tn+i - r n )
lNiW?{Tn+i)-Wr{rn))

+

with drift coefiicient o^rn.X/Vn)) = E L i ^ ^ K ) - Xf (rn)] + Cl+1

[a-Xfir»)].

The Euler approximation is therefore given by the application of the second
half of formula (5) in conjunction with the foUowing, simplified expressions (with
d indicating we are now using the discretized integreds in (2) and (3) above). For
the reader's convenience, we make the expressions known in final form.
EnJo'i" - ^ L (Tn)) ( ^ ( r n + 1 ) - X^T»))

(7)

E ^ (« - XL iTn)) {Tn+l - T„)

and, forfc= 1,2,..., L + 1,
(8)

vkd+1-vf

(

g j j g E L . iL=iiXi,k+iirn) - <fc(rn))(Xffc(rn+1) - x | > n ) )
En=0 Ei fc+1

iL=l(Xi,kirn) - Xitk+liTn))

{rn+i-Tn)

The only remedning difficulty here occurs when a is unknown, as will generedly be the case. Since the overall average turns out to be an OmsteinUhlenbeck process, we have at once the foUowing representation for its expectation: ÉXL (T) = a + e~CL+lTiEXL (0) - a ) . It is therefore sensible to estimate
jy

IND

EXL (T) using some globed average X
(T) extracted from other avedlable
data. If we now substitute C ^ j for C^ +1 in the last equation, we propose the
following procedure: use
(9)

X IND (T) = a + e - ^ ( X I N D ( 0 ) - 5)

in conjunction with formula (7) to first extract both a and C ^ j from the nonlineeur system thus obtained (possibly using some numerical scheme there); then
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use this value for C^+j in formula (5) so as to complete the iterative estimation
procedure.
Using results of Ibragimov and Hasminskii [4], one canfinedlyderive the fluctuations of the MLE aroimd its intended target 0. We assume anew that a is
known.
CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM 2.3. The MLE9 = (pf,Cg,...,C^)'
^iuen by
formulae (4) and (5) is asymptoticaUy normal, uniformly over compact time sets,
in the sense that under true law Fg the distribution of NL^2I{N,t)~l^2{'yN)~1
x
[0 — 6] is aymptotically multivariate gaussian with zero mean and the identity for
covariance matrix, uniformly in t G[0,T] as N goes to infinity. Here /(JV,t) =
[/,p(JV, t)] is defined by Iqp = G- HmiD(Ptq) with

G{t) = N-Lf

£ [X?{s)]2ds,

/ 0
Jo
.-.
t , , .*. .7, i:t_= ,i

Hk{t) = Nk-L £ E j ; + 1
HL+i{t) =

it=i[*!>)]
2

2

ds for eachfcG {1,2,..., L} and finally

^2a^{S)]-a ds.
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